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LIFE CYCLE EVENTS IN THE ACTJEWISH
COMMUNITY
July 2015 - November 2016

Births



Farewell to Sylvia and Andy Deutsch on their
move to Sydney



Anita and Alan Shroot’s grandson in Jerusalem



Consecration of Pam Fein’s grave



Nicole and Pete Lisle’s daughter: Alice Renee





Graciela Stifelberg-McNamara's granddaughter:
Harriette Graciela

Our short-term shlichim Kelila Slonim and Liat
Ravia arrive in February 2016



Celebration for conversion of Tamsin Sanderson
in March 2016



Celebration for conversion of Claire Solomon in
March 2016



Farewell to Shraga and Carole Shoval on their
return to Israel



David Rosalky (70 years)



Our shlichim Raz Sofer and Rotem Dvir and our
Scholar in Residence, Eryn London, arrive.



Farewell to Gilon Smith on his move to
Melbourne.



Margaret Beadman OAM (90 Years).



Lori and Ben Hand’s daughter: Stella Rose



Joseph and Claire Solomon’s daughter: Dalia
James



Peggy Gould’s granddaughter and Adam and
Renee’s daughter:



Mark and Debra Hurwitz’s grandson and Romy
and Brendan Doherty’s son.



Renee Pollak and Jamie Horsfield’s son



Barbara and Ronnie Butow’s grandson and Ella
and Kyle’s son



Rabbi Alon and Linsay Meltzer’s daughter: Meira



Sibella Stern and Tim Riegerix’s son:

Deaths
Bat Mitzvah


Naomi Leydman

Bar Mitzvah


Ron Itav

Significant Events




Landmark wedding anniversary of Len and Val
Leitch



Mother of Anne Marks



Ruth Doobov



Jonathan Ashkenazy



Mother of Peggy Gould: Hettie Rosin in South
Africa



Mother of Leonie Webb: Hilde Jenny Jospe



Father of Sharon Polishuk in Israel



Father of Merrilyn Sernack: Sidney Sernack



David Weisser



Leslie Witting



Walter Blumenfeld

Avi and David Solomon donate new Machzorim
and Siddurim for the Orthodox Congregation in
September 2015.
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ACTJC BOARD OF MANAGEMENT
2015 - 2016

Executive


President: Yael Cass



Vice President: Robert Cussel



Treasurer: David Rosalky



Secretary: Merrilyn Sernack



Assistant Secretary: Yvette Goode (until 1 June 2016)

Board members


Karen Tatz



Peter Wise



David Reiner



Veronica Leydman
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REPORT FROM THE PRESIDENT
Yael Cass

Introduction
Over 2015 -2016 the Board of the ACT Jewish
Community (ACTJC) has continued to implement our
ambitious and innovative programs to support a vibrant
Jewish life in the nation’s capital and to cooperate with
our national Jewish peak bodies in their work to
represent Australian Jewry to the political and
diplomatic communities.
This report provides a summary of the key events held
by the ACTJC in 2015-2016, our priorities and
achievements in 2016 and our strategic priorities for
2017.

Significant Events

interfaith forum for the entire ADF chaplaincy.


In December 2015 we jointly hosted the annual
ECAJ Chanukah on the Hill event held at Parliament
House sponsored by Josh Frydenberg MP, Mark
Dreyfus MP and Michael Danby MP. Messages
from the Prime Minister and Leader of the
Opposition were presented and the event was well
attended by Federal MPs and Senators across all
political parties, parliamentary office staff, ACTJC
community members and representatives of the
Australia/NZ Rabbinic Council and Chabad ACT.



In December 2015 we held a Chanukah Under the
Stars cocktail party for 80 community members and
a Chanukah kids carnival which brought the entire
community together in celebration.



In February 2016 R Meltzer and I represented the
ECAJ at the launch of the exhibition “Raoul
Wallenberg – To me there’s no other choice”. The
exhibition was co-hosted by the Swedish Institute
and the Embassy of Sweden with support from the
Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade. Professor
Frank Vajda and Julie Bishop, Minister for Foreign
Affairs gave moving speeches on the brave actions
of Raoul Wallenberg as a beacon of righteous
gentiles.



In February 2016 we hosted the Canberra visit of
Eldad Beck, the Berlin-based correspondent for the
Israeli daily Yedioth Ahronoth to speak on ethics in
journalism and Jewish and Israeli life in
contemporary Germany at forums at the ANU and
within the community.



Over February 2016 we convened thirteen ACTJC
community consultation sessions to gauge
community priorities for the short to medium term
and to frame our 2016 ACTJC Capital Appeal to
rebuild and expand the National Jewish Memorial
Centre.



In April we held our Community Seder night with
over 160 guests in attendance;



In April we held a national Jewish ANZAC Day
ceremony in conjunction with NAJEX and the NZ
High Commission.

There has been a plethora of significant events over the
past year, including:


In August 2015 a contingent of ACTJC Board
members (David Rosalky, Robert Cussel, Yvette
Goode and I) and R Meltzer gave a presentation to
the JCA Building and Capital Committee to support
our submission for the JCA 2016 Capital Appeal slot.
On 30 November 2015 the JCA advised that our
submission had been successful and that the
official campaign period would run in NSW from 9
October to 6 November 2016.



In October 2015 we hosted the Canberra visit of a
scholar in residence Dr Navras Aafreedi who gave
several presentations on the Jewish community in
India and Indian Jews in Israel.



As part of the national Shabbat Project initiative in
October 2015 Linsay Meltzer hosted a Great
Challah Bake with 40 community members who
delighted in this hands-on demonstration.



In November 2015 we commenced a thorough
ACTJC community consultation process to revise
our 2016 Youth and Child Education Program. A
draft program proposal was distributed and
community Q&A session held to refine the format
and scope of our education program for the 2016
calendar year. The key elements of this program
are delivery of an expanded child, youth, teen and
young adult education program under the
leadership of two shlichim as specialist educators;



In November 2015 we hosted the Australian
Defence Force Chanukah function in association
with Rabbi Genende, Rabbi to the ADF. This annual
event is an important opportunity to provide an



In May 2016 we held our annual Yom Ha’Shoah
memorial service in conjunction with the ECAJ with
over 120 guests featuring a perspective on the
March of the Living;



In May 2016 we jointly hosted a Yom Hazikaron
memorial in conjunction with the Israeli embassy
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for over 100 guests and an ACTJC Yom Ha’atzmaut
celebration.


In May 2016 we hosted the Canberra visit of the
NCJWA scholar Dr Elana Sztokman to speak on the
status of women in Israel at the ANU Gender
Diversity Institute and to hold discussion sessions
within the community.



In June 2016 we held the second ACTJC Limmud
Shavuot program with 210 people attending over
the weekend from Canberra, Melbourne, Sydney,
New Zealand, Canada and the USA. The program
included over 40 presenters, served over 1,200
kosher meals and included a united youth
movement initiative with a separate program of
activities for children and teenagers.



In June 2016 we held a JCA Annual Appeal telethon
in which 110 community members contributed
generously to the work of the JCA.



In June 2016 R Alon and Linsay Meltzer attended
the Nahum Goldmann Fellowship program in
Mexico with participants and scholars from 18
countries. R Meltzer also represented the ECAJ at
the Memorial Foundation for Jewish Culture and is
contributing to the work of the Foundation on
strategies for alumni relations and fundraising.



In August 2016 we convened an ACTJC Special
General Meeting to approve initial expenditure on
capital works for rebuilding the National Jewish
Memorial Centre and to provide an update on the
preparation for the ACTJC 2016 Capital Appeal and
a progress report on our 2016 Child and Youth
Education program.



In August we also welcomed the arrival of our
scholar in residence Eryn London and our shlichim
Raz Sofer and Rotem Dvir. Over September and
November Raz and Rotem have convened three
ACTJC Youth Shabbaton, as part of our multidenominational youth movement, with input from
youth leaders in Hineni, Netzer and Bnei Akiva.



In August we hosted the Canberra visit by R Dov
Lipman, a ZFA guest speaker, to hold a series of
meetings with Federal politicians including Sen
Seselja Assistant Minister for Social Services and
Multicultural Affairs, and give presentations at the
ANU and in the community.



In August 2016 we held the launch of the ACTJC
Capital Campaign at Old Parliament House with
over 120 guests attending including members of
Federal Parliament, interfaith leaders, the President
and Executive director of the ECAJ and
representatives from the JCA and ZFA. Alex
Ryvchin, Public Affairs Director of the ECAJ, gave an
impressive keynote speech on the Jewish
contribution to Australia’s welfare. Senator Seselja
spoke on behalf of the Prime Minister Malcom
Turnbull and Dr Andrew Leigh MP represented the
leader of the Opposition Bill Shorten MP.



Throughout 2016 significant effort has been put
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into running the ACTJC Capital Appeal with over 100
meetings with potential donors and philanthropic
organisations in Melbourne and Sydney, events
held in Sydney and Melbourne and development
and promotion of our Capital Appeal prospectus
and supporting material.

Priorities and Achievements in 2016
1.

Community Education Programs

In 2016 we have continued to refine our plans for
growth in community activity laid over the past four
years. A primary goal of the ACTJC is to further
education for children, youth and adults and to enhance
member engagement, especially of young people and
families. To that end, we have strengthened or
established the following major programs:
Adult Education: The ACTJC offers seven regular
adult education courses addressing texts, culture
and history. A total of 85 adults are engaged in this
program and more than 120 adult education classes
have been delivered in the year to October 2016.
Other program include Lunch ‘n Lectures with
national and international guest speakers, scholars
in residence and Australian Jewish Historical Society
events in addition to our regular programming.
Young Adult Education and Engagement: The ACTJC
offers a regular monthly session called Pints and
Problems at a local pub for young Jewish adults in
Canberra. Our Rabbi and shlichim, Raz and Rotem,
have been engaging an expanding cohort of young
adults at a range of events for this demographic. In
2016 this has achieved 16 new young adult
members of the community and resulted in greater
networking and engagement with our young people.
Child and Youth Education: Our flagship child
education program has been driven by our shlichim
and delivers an extensive education program for
over 40 school age children and 25 pre-school
children through: a Sunday cheder program, afterschool programs delivered in members’ houses, a
weekly pre-school program, a monthly Tot Shabbat
program; and a weekly youth movement program as
a pluralist movement under the auspices of the
Australian Zionist youth Council. Three programs
have been successfully implemented targeting
tweens (young teens post-Bar/Bat Mitzvah), older
teens and Bar/Bat Mitzvah candidates. More than
252 youth and teen education classes and 26 youth
movement activities have been provided in the year
to October 2016.

2.

ACTJC Building Project and Capital Campaign

A second major priority of the ACTJC Board in 2016 has
been conduct of our 2016 Capital appeal and
development of the building project. The Board has
completed the high-level design process for expansion
and redevelopment of the National Jewish Memorial
Centre. ACT Development Approval was given in 2015.
A security consultancy firm, recommended by the CJCS

and CSG Sydney, has worked closely with our architects
and the Building Committee to produce a design which
meets security requirements for Jewish communal
facilities. We have engaged a project manager, XACT, to
assist with review and coordination of the development
of tender specifications and detailed building plans,
assessment of tenders for each stage of construction of
the new facility and strategies for costs management
and reduction.
The first stage for construction of the security fence has
been submitted to market as a request for tender.
Detailed plans and specifications for the new wing of the
National Jewish Centre and redevelopment of the
existing wing of the Centre are being finalised for a
second stage tender process. Work has also
progressed on options for development of a National
Jewish War Memorial as part of the redevelopment of
the National Jewish Centre. This is intended to be a
ceremonial space for events such as Anzac Day to
honour Jewish military personnel killed in all wars with
an Honour Roll to be developed in line with the
Australian War Memorial citation protocol. Concept
drawings for the National Jewish War Memorial are
currently being developed and costed for consultation
with ACTJC members, stakeholders such as FAJEX and
VAJEX and major donors.
Work has also commenced on a broader site strategic
plan, as a living document, to clarify short and mediumterm potential use of the broader land area held by the
ACTJC under our church lease. This site strategic plan is
looking at priorities for additional use of our land
beyond the current development of the National Jewish
Memorial Centre which accord with the terms of our
lease.
The 2016 ACTJC Capital Campaign entailed an initial
stage of market research and internal consultation to
develop a sound communications strategy and
marketing material for the Capital Campaign. A group of
Campaign patrons from Sydney and Melbourne were
engaged to support our efforts to prepare for major
donor meetings and events held over August to
November 2016. Around 100 meetings have been held
with potential donors and philanthropic organisations.
Intensive effort is now underway to conclude the
Campaign in NSW in November and in Melbourne in this
calendar year. Thank you to all national Jewish
organisations, including the ECAJ, and to individual
donors who have provided generous support for our
efforts to expand the National Jewish Memorial Centre
as a facility which serves the interests of Australian Jewry
in Canberra.

3.

Strengthened Governance of the ACTJC

A third priority of the ACTJC Board in 2016 has been to
continue to strengthen the governance framework and
the professional management of services delivered to
the ACTJC membership. As part of this priority, we have
continued to adopt, refine and disseminate existing and
new policies for governance of the ACTJC as well as a
Board Governance Manual and guidelines for Board
members. Our Child Protection Policy and Jewish Care
Policy were recently revised to protect and support the

most vulnerable members of our community. The
Board monitors member awareness formally and
informally, requires evidence of WWVP checks for all
staff and volunteers working with children and with our
Jewish Care services and is organising training for key
workers and volunteers.
As part of the 2016-17 ACTJC Membership renewal
process our ACTJC Privacy Policy was reviewed and
updated to ensure that members are aware of the use,
protection and control of members’ personal
information which is collected and stored by the ACTJC.
In 2016 the ACTJC has expended considerable effort in
communicating the approaches of the Board and
direction of community to members and the wider
Jewish population in the Act. This has been achieved
through regular publications, such as publication of our
quarterly journal Hamerkaz under the able editorship of
Yvette Goode and Karen Tatz over 2016, and revising
the weekly email Grapevine to be a user-friendly and
enticing product with support from our desktop
publisher Vicki Coleman. A series of 13 focus groups
were held in early 2016 relating to the direction of the
community and development of the 2016 Capital
Campaign. Results of this consultation process were
reported back to the community at our SGM in August
2016.
In April 2016 I was very pleased to announce that the R
Alon and Linsay Meltzer and the Board had agreed to
extend the Rabbi’s contract for a further two years.
Alon and Linsay are delighted to be staying in Canberra
for an extended period and to continue our work to
further the growth and development of the ACTJC. This
will enable us to consolidate our professional service
delivery to members including or new Child and Youth
Education program, conclusion of the ACTJC Capital
Campaign and delivery of our impressive suite of
religious, cultural and educational services to or
community that has been offered since R Alon’s arrive in
2014.
Staff meetings, development and performance reviews
are now a regular feature of our governance framework.
We have formalised all employment contracts for staff
and hold monthly staff meetings to discuss
implementation and refinement of office systems and
processes to improve organisational efficiency and
planning.

4.

Jewish Care

Over 2015-2016 we continued the collaboration
between the ACTJC and Jewish Care Sydney, under the
oversight of our Jewish Care Coordinating Committee.
Arava Klein has continued to work as our community
worker reporting directly to Jewish Care. Over 31
August to 1 September 2015, three Jewish Care staff
visited Canberra, including the senior manager and
social worker for Family Support Services and the
Manager of Aged Care Services to discuss coordination
of Jewish Care services in Canberra and the roles and
responsibilities of our community worker.
I want to acknowledge the work of our Jewish Care
Coordinating Committee in developing and reviewing
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our Jewish Care Procedures Manual and liaison with
Jewish Care to ensure their continued financial and
professional support for service delivery in Canberra.

5.

Interfaith Dialogue

The ACTJC is represented on the Canberra Multicultural
Community Forum (CMCF) by Shifra Joseph and Harry
Oppermann. The CMCF is the peak body for 100 ethnic
community organisations in Canberra. In addition
several ACTJC members attended a range of events
hosted by the Canberra Interfaith Forum, the Women’s
forum of the CIF, the Canberra Multicultural festival CIF
stall and participated in several faith specific events over
the year. Rabbi Meltzer and ACTJC representatives have
attended over 18 interfaith meetings and events to
October 2016.

6.

Religious Services

Both the Orthodox and Progressive congregations have
had a busy year with regular services and events.
Separate reports from the two congregations are
available. Over 31 July to 2 August 2015 the community
was delighted to host a visit by Cantor Laloum from
Temple Beth Israel in Melbourne who gave two musical
presentations on From the Bible to Broadway and Music
and Kabbalah. In February 2016 we hosted the first of
several visits to Canberra of R Adi Cohen from Temple
David in Perth and Chair of the Moetzah.
I would like to thank all the volunteers who provide
kiddushim after Shabbat services and Anita Shroot for
coordinating this roster. In 2016-17 this task has been
handed over to our Office Managers and is published in
the weekly Grapevine email.

Strategic Priorities for 2017
Our priorities for the coming year include:
1. Review and refinement of our Child and Youth

Education program;

2. Continued delivery of our Adult Education program;
3. Conclusion of the ACTJC Capital Campaign and roll

out of the staged building project

4. Continue to strengthen governance of the ACTJC,

including though succession planning for Board
membership and continued support and review of
our professional service delivery.

5. Enhancing our links and relationships with peak

Jewish organisations such as the ECAJ, JCA, the ZFA,
AIJAC, the NSW JBD, the NCJWA and FAJEX.

6. Continuing our collaboration with Jewish Care Sydney

so that options for professional support services are
available to the Canberra region.
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Acknowledgments
My thanks go to the remarkable and dedicated
members of the ACTJC Board. Each member of the
Board has volunteered their time, skills and
commitment to ensure that a huge work program was
professionally delivered over 2015 - 2016. Thank you
for your impressive work and contribution to our
community. Particular thanks are owed to Robert
Cussel for his stewardship of the ACTJC over the
previous three years. He has contributed to our
strategic planning, our organisational reform and at a
practical level to the day to day tasks required to run a
community organisation. We are lucky to have
benefitted from his contribution.
I would also like to warmly thank Yvette Goode who
resigned from the Board on 1 June for personal reasons.
Yvette did a fabulous job in developing and revising
Hamerkaz during her time on the Board. Yvette put her
heart and soul into this publication and we thank her for
her efforts. She was also integral to developing the
Board’s Child Protection Policy which is an essential
document for protection of vulnerable members of our
community. Yvette made a wise and thoughtful
contribution to the Board’s work and we thank her for
her passion and contribution.
We are also losing two experienced Board members,
Karen Tatz and David Reiner, who are standing down
due to other commitments. We thank Karen for her
work on the Membership and Events Committees and,
in particular, her contribution to the Holocaust Memorial
event. We also thank David for his work on the
Education Committee and for his tremendous
contribution as Chair of the Capital Campaign
Committee. We also said farewell to Alice Dawson in
November as a full time office member. Alice was the
Capital Campaign Coordinator and we wish her all the
very best for the future.
Thanks also to our enthusiastic professional staff in the
ACTJC office, Vicki Coleman, Alice Hekimian and Arava
Klein, to our amazing and indefatigable Rabbi Alon
Meltzer, to our shlichim, Raz and Rotem, and to all our
community volunteers who step up to serve our
community. Your energy and input are essential to the
success of the ACTJC.

REPORT FROM THE RABBI
Rabbi Alon Meltzer

2015/2016 has been an incredible year for the ACTJC.
Each year we continue to grow and go from strength to
strength, and as I spoke on Kol Nidrei, there is so much
to celebrate within our fantastic community.
I would like to highlight four key areas I believe worth
noting; our Shlichim project and general youth activities,
our communication and member engagement, and our
fundraising efforts.

Shlichim Project and Youth Activities
This year has seen the planning and implementation of
flagship program within our community. While our
community has had shlichim before, this was the first
time we have secured shlichim from the Jewish Agency.
We have strengthened our relationship with the Zionist
Federation of Australia and the Jewish Agency, an
extremely important aspect of this project.
Our Shlichim, Raz and Rotem, as well as our Interim
Shlichim Kelila and Liat, have implemented our
education program. While not without teething issues,
we have seen strong growth from the kids attending, and
positive feedback from parents. Having key role models
has allowed strong bonds to be formed. Raz and Rotem
are also delivering key content to Young Adults, and the
general community, an added bonus.
Our Youth Movement is also growing under the
leadership of Daniel Coppel, and his amazing team of
madrichim, which is made up of students at ANU, and
local teenagers. To see our youth so actively involved is
an extremely positive note.
I thank all those who supported this program and
worked so hard to ensure it happened. I also thank Kelila
and Liat for joining us for six months, and sowing the
seeds, as well as Raz and Rotem, who have proven in
their short tenure, to be highly qualified and extremely
professional educators and community workers.

Communication and Member
Engagement
Since my arrival I have constantly pushed the motto of ‘in
-reach’. In-reach is the idea of trying to better build
relationships between the professional, administrative,
and leadership side of the community with the
membership. This year we have seen successful

communication programs, such as our focus groups, our
pre-Rosh Hashanah calling, and targeted emails. I
sincerely believe that our first mission, as a community,
is about ensuring we engage with you, rather than
waiting for you to engage with us.
We have also developed our membership engagement.
This past year we have welcomed over 1000 people to
our home for Shabbat and Yom Tov Meals. We are
getting through the membership list, if you have not
joined us in our home, whether you haven’t been able to
accept, or we haven’t had the chance to invite you,
please be in touch with me to arrange a date for you to
join us. Arava Klein, our community worker for Jewish
Care, has also developed the reach out program, to
provide continued engagement with our older members.
We have also seen continued growth and engagement in
our Young Adult cohort which has seen many new
members join our ranks as well as increased partnership
between these members and various leadership
opportunities in our wider Australasian Jewish
communities.

Fundraising Efforts
This year has been about our Capital Campaign. I often
feel a tinge of regret that I have not been able to wholly
dedicate myself directly to our membership, but know
that we have been aptly served by Eryn London our
Scholar in Residence.
Our community has rallied together for this campaign
raising over $400k towards the new centre. This is a
marvellous achievement, however it was not our sole
campaign.
In June we ran our first telethon for the annual JCA
campaign. The telethon was a combination of our
general JCA contributions and our third annual education
fundraiser, with a combined tally of close to $100k. We
have seen the dividends of this through our JCA annual
allocation, so it is proof that we are being noticed for our
achievement.
Fundraising has not only been about the membership
giving. Obviously, our Capital Campaign is bringing in
external donors, but we have also spent considerable
time working on grants and funding proposals. This past
year we have penned close to thirty grant applications
and proposals, and we have received considerable sums
of money including enhanced giving from the Board of
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Progressive Jewish Education for our Shlichim Project, funding for
our Limmud Shavuot, and funding for our Gemach Fund.
In conclusion, this has been a fantastic year. On a personal note, I
would like to express my continued thanks to the Board and to all of
our members, your hard work and dedication to ensure that we
continue to grow and enhance what we do, makes this job all the easier.
I would like to single out our truly incredible president, Yael Cass. Her
continued strength and dedication is amazing, she is a powerhouse of
energy, and a force to be reckoned with.
May we continue to go from strength to strength.

Site Plan
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REPORT FROM THE SECRETARY
Merrilyn Sernack

The Board had a heavy workload during the year,
meeting on 13 occasions. Details of the Board’s
outcomes for this year are provided elsewhere in this
report. We are very grateful for the outstanding support
of our office staff, Vicki Coleman, Alice Hekimian and
Alice Dawson, and R Alon Meltzer as ex officio Board
member, throughout the reporting period.

The Board also initiated the development of a Strategic
Plan for the ACTJC site and reviewed the ACTJC’s standing
terms and conditions of employment of staff, with staff
meetings being held every month on the day after Board
meetings.
During the year we unfortunately lost the services of
Yvette Goode who resigned on 1 June for personal
reasons. Yvette did a marvellous job editing Hamerkaz
during her time on the Board, and in developing the
Board’s Child Protection Policy, and we thank her for her
efforts.

The Board refined a number of administrative processes
during the year to support the participation of Board
members more efficiently and effectively, including using
online meeting folders and consolidating in/out
correspondence for Board consideration. The Board is
proposing to improve governance further in a number of
areas through the constitutional changes it is proposing
for consideration at the AGM. The proposals are the
result of the combined efforts of our President and
Treasurer to rationalise and update the ACTJC’s tax
deductibility arrangements and provide greater
transparency in our accounting practices.

We are also losing two experienced Board members,
Karen Tatz and David Reiner, who are standing down
due to other commitments. We thank Karen for her work
on the Membership and Events Committees and, in
particular, her contribution to the Holocaust Memorial
event. We also thank David for his work on the Education
Committee and for his tremendous contribution as Chair
of the Capital Campaign Committee.

During the year the Board added two new policies to the
suite of ACTJC policies published at https://
www.actjc.org.au/policies. They addressed Child
Protection and Bullying. The Board also revised the New
Members Acceptance Policy and the Membership Form,
the Jewish Care Policy & Procedures, and the Privacy
Policy.

Members are reminded to update their contact details
with the office if their circumstances change. Maintaining
the integrity and currency of the members’ data base
remains a top priority.

Board Attendance November 2015 - November 2016
Member

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

July

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

TOTAL

Yael Cass

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

13/13

Robert
Cussel

√

√

√

√

√

√

X

√

√

√

√

√

√

12/13

David
Rosalky

√

√

√

√

√

√

X

X

√

√

√

√

X

10/13

Merrilyn
Sernack

√

√

√

√

√

X

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

12/13

Yvette
Goode

√

√

√

X

√

X

√

Resigned
1 June

-

-

-

-

-

5

Karen Tatz

√

√

X

√

√

X

√

√

X

√

√

X

√

9/13

Peter Wise

√

√

√

√

√

√

X

√

√

√

√

√

√

12/13

David
Reiner

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

X

√

√

√

√

√

12/13

Veronica
Leydman

√

X

√

√

√

X

√

√

√

√

√

X

√

10/13
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REPORT FROM THE TREASURER
David Rosalky

As reported last year, the ACT Jewish Community is in a
state of flux in several dimensions. Those changes affect
the financial accounts, making year-on-year comparisons
difficult.



Fundraising activities reflect the cost of conducting
the capital appeal. That figure is to be
supplemented with a component of the increased
salaries (appeal administrator)

The accounts show a major turnaround from a reported
profit of $157k in 2014-15 to a reported loss of nearly
$23k in 2015-16. The main contributing factors were the
JCA allocation and revenue and expenditure flows
associated with the building project. There is also the
beginning of the shlichim program as the delivery
platform for children’s education and youth activities.
Some specific items are listed here:



Increased rent reflects a change in the
circumstances of the rabbi’s family residence and
accommodation for the shlichim



Welfare payments are made at the discretion of the
rabbi, reflecting the confidential nature of individual
circumstances, from the special-purpose gemach
fund. Activity built up in 2015-16 as the fund
accumulated donations.

Revenue


Bequests

 A one-off bequest for $5,000 was received in
2015-16
 In 2014-15, income from the Eulau estate was
received as income but capitalised in 2015-16
BPJE income for the cheder/education program was
$31,000 in 2015-16.


Other grants included assistance for the Limmud
program


The change in the carpark licence revenue reflects
the fact that there was only a part-year collection in 2014
-15 (the start date was December 2014)

Recurrent Budget for 2016 -17
A recurrent budget for 2016-17 was prepared for our
submission to the JCA early in 2016.
It was prepared on the basis of a continuation of our
active program of educational, communal and
congregational activities. It includes an expanded
welfare program (which does not encompass Jewish
Care). It takes a conservative line on revenue collection
from membership and donations.


Membership is conservatively estimated at $50k but,
with effort, will exceed that figure.



Overheads, including office expenses, insurance,
maintenance of the building and grounds, amounts
to some $56k. Remuneration for our staff is
expected to total approximately $225k.



The education and youth programs are costed on
the basis of the shlichim model which came into
effect in August, and which formed the basis of our
submissions to JCA for special program funding as
well as the annual allocation. The total for 2016-17
is estimated at $143k. Partially offsetting this cost
are fees and grants estimated at $45k.



Other program expenses for communal and
congregational activities have been budgeted at
$17k.



The assumptions, excluding the unknown allocation
from the JCA, leads to a deficit of some $220k. On
that basis, we have sought $220k from the JCA this
year.



The building fund donation total in 2014-15 includes
a one-off large donation


The JCA allocation was unexpectedly halved in 201516 from the sequence of annual allocations of $109k


Expenses


Building extension works are prominent in 2015-16



Changes in cleaning and rubbish removal contracts
halved the cost between years



Educational expenses have been shifted to the
heading “shlichim” under the new model introduced
in 2016
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JCA Allocation
The JCA allocation for 2016-17 has just been determined
and the JCA has agreed to our request for $220k. That
payment can be expected in February 2017. The
allocation will recognises the general donations made to
the JCA general appeal and includes the amount we
collected through a telethon for the Rabbi’s Education
Fund (exceeded $90k). In other words, the allocation
embraces our usual allocation and the Education Fund
collections. We are gratified that the JCA has recognised
the worth of our activities and the need for the support.
It is particularly gratifying because the JCA has explicitly
recognised and endorsed our unique status and our
successes, and has respected our internal fund-raising
efforts. This decision underwrites a partnership whereby
our continued success in raising funds internally and
running effective programs will continue to be endorsed
and supported by the JCA.
It is an important change for our financial future that the
JCA allocation will in future be deposited in a new taxdeductible fund that will permit both recurrent and
capital expenditure across a wide sweep of our activities.
The basis of that fund is explained in the next section.

New tax-deductible fund
The ACTJC has operated for many years a tax-deductible
fund, called the Canberra Jewish Education Building Fund
(CJEBF). That fund was established to cater for a
particular category of spending which was legitimately
expected at that time. As our operations have shifted,
and tax rulings have narrowed the scope of the
permitted uses of education building funds, our
continued use of the CJEBF has become inappropriate.
Even when it was able to be used within the legal scope,
it permitted only capital expenses and not our
expanding recurrent budget.
We have obtained advice from Mr Peter Hersh, of logicca
Chartered Accountants, who has established taxdeductible funds for several Jewish communities and
other religious communities. Having been briefed on the
nature of our operations and facilities, he has been able
to categorise our activities as involving library, museum
and art within the meaning of the Tax Assessment Act.


Library includes any activity involving the collection,
storage or use of information materials, including
the sifrei torah and religious books. Rooms
throughout the building (old and new) are utilised
for this purpose at some times – whether for
reading, study, education, religious services and
other activities.



Museum includes the display of artefacts of a
cultural or historical standing, plus the facility to
display them and to service people who come to
observe them. This usage can incorporate our
current foyer, expanded into a museum space, plus
the upstairs hall used to display exhibitions, such as

the Anne Frank exhibition in 2015, and the kitchen
and toilets.


Art gallery can capture corridors, and sundry wall
spaces where we hang and display art works.

There are conditions applying to the collective
operations encompassed in the above categories. All
the activities described in the three categories have a
public education nature and that is critical to their use to
attract tax deductibility. That means that the collections
must be publicly available and the availability made
known. In practice, putting information on our web site
and our being ready to allow access to the public who
wish to see our books or museum collection, within
security requirements, would fulfil the requirement.
The model requires us to establish a financial fund to
hold the donations which is distinct from our other
accounts and separately audited. The “fund” does not
need to be established as a separate legal entity but will
remain part of our internal management. It requires a
defined governance structure, which is basically a
committee charged with overseeing the fund and its
proper use. That could well be the Finance Committee.
At the time of preparing this report, we had not yet
received ATO’s approval of the fund. In preparation,
though, the CJEBF account has been closed and
donations no longer accepted into it. A new account,
named the Combined Library, Museum and Art Fund
(CLMA), has been established and all donations intended
to be tax deductible are being deposited in this account.
When, as expected, the tax deductible status is
approved, tax deductibility is back-dated to the
beginning of the financial year and so collections can be
retrospectively provided with tax-deductible receipts.
There are other aspects for which tax deductibility can
be provided.


The proposed war memorial installation can attract
its own tax deductibility under the existing
provisions for repair and reconstruction, or, more
appropriately for us, as a museum/educational
element.



There is a channel to establish tax deductibility for
welfare activities which can service our gemach
fund. That will need to be applied for separately.
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REPORT FROM THE BUILDING COMMITTEE
David Rosalky, Chair

Current Status of Project
There are several strands of the project being pursued.
This report describes the current state of play but may
not be the final position on all elements.

1.

Security fence

The security fence has been submitted to the market as
a request for tender. Five potential tenderers have
been approached. There had been a view that, because
of the likely coincidence of timing, we would go to
tender with a combined project of the fence and
refurbishment of the class-room wing, including the
Orthodox prayer space. That position has changed,
partly because of the state of readiness of the plans for
the class-room wing and partly because it is the project
manager’s (XACT) view that such a combined contract
would be an uncomfortable mix.
There is also consideration of some potential costreducing strategies being conducted by XACT. They
include:


Use of construction-style fencing for the temporary
western fence pending the construction of the new
wing;



Use of boulders rather than the concrete footing
on the northern side (adjacent to the car-park);



Some alternative to retractable bollards on the
entrance to the service drive on the northern side
(retractable bollards are very expensive);



Deferral of the installation of the grease trap until
work is done on the existing building, e.g. the
toilets.

2.

Orthodox prayer space and classroom wing

This segment includes the pop-out construction; fitout
of the ark and synagogue furniture; new double-glazed
and strengthened windows for the full length of the
wing; new carpet squares and window blinds. Artistic
detail to the ark doors and surrounds, the reading desk
and lectern, and the mechitza has been specified and
this has allowed the plans to be finalised and costed.

3.

New wing

Intensive work on finalising details and developing
drawings for tender will commence once the first stage
of the project is underway.
Some ideas to modify the design in its technical
components have been canvassed by the architect and

the project manager. They relate to the heating and
cooling systems and to a notion of external buttressing
of the western wall.

4.

Existing building

Some timing issues have been raised. For example, the
upgrading of the toilets should await the completion of
the new wing when alternative toilets will be available.
The grease trap will be connected also at that time.
The project managers argue that work should, wherever
feasible, be conducted in one construction site. That
would mean doing all the work on the existing building
at the same time. One implication of this approach
would be to leave the construction of the museum
space until that last phase.
Development of the museum space takes us over the
floor space threshold which triggers mandatory
compliance with certain building code requirements. It
is not yet fully clear what the implications are and the
cost will be. It is not expected to be very onerous. It
relates to the positioning of fire hoses, thermal efficiency
and the installation of a lift.

Issues
Going to tender:
The outcome of the tender for the fence will provide us
with a market-based costing and the key driving
elements of the cost. It will also provide a basis for
costing possible alternative construction approaches.
The proposals for the cost-saving variations may need to
be assessed by engineers and given clearance by
security experts. The JCA Building and Capital
Committee will need to be informed and accept the
changes.
The construction process for the Orthodox prayer space
has to allow services to carry on in the current
synagogue. There may be short periods of
inaccessibility, especially as the works include
replacement of the windows.
Scheduling and containment of the works are being
specified as part of the tender documentation to
minimise disruption.
A design for the Progressive prayer space needs to be
developed and agreed. It is expected from the design
specifications decided more than two years ago, that
that space will be at the southern end of the new wing
within the alcove positioned in the southern wall.
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REPORT FROM THE NATIONAL JEWISH
WAR MEMORIAL COMMITTEE
Merrilyn Sernack, Chair

The Anzac Committee met during the year to consider
developing the curved wall on the entrance ramp to the
new wing as an option for the site of a National Jewish
War Memorial pending advice from the architect.

The Committee is aiming to have the memorial
completed in time for the Anzac Centenary
Remembrance Service hosted by the ACTJC on 11
November 2018.

The Committee also looked at possible materials
including polished concrete and black relief lettering in
an appropriate material such as bronze or copper,
having regard to the Australian War Memorial citation
protocol. The Committee agreed the names of Jewish
military personnel killed in all wars are to be mounted in
relief alphabetically and horizontally along the wall
categorised by each military event (Boer War, WWI,
WW2, Vietnam). White LED uplighting is to be a feature
of the installation with a lighting plan to be within the
scope of work. The Honour Rolls in hand will be
circulated to stakeholders as part of the consultation
process to enable the calculation of the total number of
agreed names.

Federal grant funding has already been approved for a
part of the projected costs of this service, as well as for
another two projects: the Gallipoli and the Western
Front Rediscovered Anzac Centenary Travelling
Exhibition organised by the Sydney Jewish Museum and
hosted by the ACTJC while the exhibition visits Canberra,
and Anzac Centenary Educational Materials produced by
the Sydney Jewish Museum for distribution to schools.

The Committee also agreed the memorial is to present
to enable speakers to be featured by including a
ceremonial space for audiences at events such as Anzac
Day, as well as flagpoles and a contemplative space for
reflection.
The memorial will feature a Jewish narrative such as
Kaddish. It may also feature Australian tri-service military
insignia subject to any approvals from the services.
Following its last meeting, the Committee commissioned
concept drawings from the architects Philip Leeson and
Claire Reece for a war memorial installation sympathetic
to the low wall in the plans for the new wing and which
includes the above features while being child-proof and
having scope for expansion for both names and the
installation itself.
The Committee has been advised that extending the
outer wall of the proposed new wing at eye height is a
viable option for a memorial, with clear ground available
for ceremonies. The architects are now investigating
materials, size and lighting.
The Committee has also asked for the concept drawings
to be notionally costed so consultations with ACTJC
members, stakeholders such as NAJEX and FAJEX and
major donors can commence. The concept drawings
and notional costings will also be the basis for a further
grant application to the Department of Veterans’ Affairs.
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REPORT FROM SCHOLAR IN RESIDENCE
Eryn London

I am very thankful that I was offered this opportunity to
serve as the scholar in residence for the past few
months. . It has been really amazing to feel welcomed
from the moment I stepped off the plane in Canberra.
The four months have flown by, in some ways too
quickly. The whirlwind of landing and only a day later
attending a screening of “Of Love and Darkness”, my
first of many events hosted by the Israeli embassy. It
was only two days later that I spoke in front of the
congregation for the first time, and the following night
was already Tisha B’Av. My first weekly class met only
five days after landing in Canberra.
Not long after, my apartment started to feel like my
home, and was soon to be filled by young adults in
Canberra for Shabbat meals. Faces started to become
familiar and I became more comfortable in my role. My
classes were picking up momentum and fell into a
comfortable routine.



Held a briefing on “The Jewish Calendar” at the Israeli
embassy, for the embassy workers including the
ambassador.



Taught a teachers training seminar on Judaism for 65
teachers from Catholic Education.



Spoke at a National Council of Jewish Women seudat
shlishit over Sukkot on “Orthodox Female Rabbis”,
which had about 15 people in attendance.



Attended the National Police Memorial Day service.



Attended functions hosted by embassies.



Written articles for the Jewish News, Sydney Jewish
report, and the National Council of Jewish Women
Australia Bulletin.



Assisted Rabbi Meltzer in providing pastoral care to
patients in the hospital.



Assisted Rabbi Meltzer in high holiday preparations
and organization.



Will be attending and teaching at Limmud Fest at the
end of November.

During my position here I have:


Taught over 120 children from four schools in
Canberra about Judaism.



Taught a weekly class on “Women in the Bible and
Beyond”. A class that looked at the stories and
lessons from women in the Bible, Talmud and
modern Jewish history. The class was attended by 12
-18 participants.



Taught a weekly class on “Modern Responsa Across
the Denominations”. A class that looked at modern
halachic issues and how rabbis from across the
denominations deal with them. The class was
attended by 10-12 participants.



Continued Rabbi Melter’s “Navigating the Siddur”
monthly class. A class going over the different parts
of the prayers service looking at both the technical
aspects of the section, as well as finding some
deeper meaning.



Taught a two part class on “Ben Adam L’chaveroInterpersonal Relationships”, a class that looked at
some of the Jewish laws surrounding how we are
meant to interact with one another.



Taught at the home of Rabbi Ben Elton, the Rabbi of
the Great Synagogue in Sydney, and at the Beit
Midrash Project in Sydney.



Lectured at an event hosted by the Jewish-Christian
Dialogue, on “Multi-faith Hospital Chaplaincy & the
Jewish Laws of Visiting the Sick”, which was attended
by about 20 people.

I would like to thank you again for giving me this
opportunity, not only to visit, but to become part of the
ACT Jewish community. I wish you much success and
continued growth for the future.
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REPORT FROM THE ORTHODOX
CONGREGATION
Alan Shroot, Convenor, Orthodox Congregation

It is my priviledge as convenor of the Orthodox
Congregation to present my report.
There are mostly positives. The inspiration of Rabbi Alon
Meltzer encourages participation in the services. The
quality of the drashot and his enthusiasm encourages
attendance at the Orthodox services. Recently, the
assistance of our scholar-in-residence, Eryn London, has
added to an already high class level of Jewish education
suitable for our Community. We are also fortunate to
have had visits and assistance from time to time from
madrichim from Sydney & Melbourne.
We run a full complement of services for Friday
evenings, Shabbat mornings and all Yom Tovim. In
addition, there is a Sunday morning Shacharit, Rosh
Chodesh Shacharit and Minyanim organised on an
occasional basis when a member has Yartzeit. We are
fortunate that we have a number of members who are
able to assist with Torah Reading and davening from the
Omed. This allows the Rabbi more time to concentrate
on other activities.
It has been encouraging to see a number of younger
members attending. However, numbers at services are
not great and we sometimes need to wait for a Minyan.
Virtually all areas within the Community have thrived
since the Rabbi’s arrival. But numbers at services, and I
particularly refer to Shabbat morning services, are
disappointing given what I have previously indicated. We
see a good attendance at the “tots” Shabbat once per
month and this is pleasing. However, I encourage those
with younger families to attend, even occasionally, in
order that we can continue the continuity of services
and, in addition, give your families a true sense of the
meaning of Shabbat. One of our younger members,
Gilon Smith, who has been active in the Community
since his arrival in the early 2000’s, is moving to
Melbourne. Gilon has been a regular attender and
assisted with Torah reading and leading services. He will
be missed. We wish him well.
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Donald Chambers is assisting me with Gabbai duties
and David Rosalky and Yossi White deputise when I am
unavailable. Others who have assisted with services are
Dion Esterman, Marc Marshall, Daniel Coppel, Hilton
Stone, Richard Webb and Sharon Polishuk.
The Orthodox subcommittee meet on an occasional
basis. Mostly, the meetings take place with an exchange
of emails. One matter currently being discussed is the
Yizkor service on Yom Kippur. Most agree that a new
format is required. We shall consult the Community
before finalising.

REPORT FROM THE PROGRESSIVE
CONGREGATION
Peter Wise and Robert Cussel

The Progressive Congregation organises lay led services
for Friday nights (weekly), Saturday mornings (monthly)
and the High Holydays. There has been an increase in
both attendance and participation in services in the past
year. At the recent High Holyday services, attendances
and participation were very high. Thanks to all who led
part of the services or offered droshot.
Lay leadership of services is an important aspect of what
we have to offer. A Ritual Committee has been formed,
consisting of Rebecca Lehrer, Frank Selch, Raffi Lehrer,
Solomon Elijah, Peter Wise, Lisa Gelbart and Dan
Rosauer. Rebecca is the overall coordinator of religious
services, and coordinates and leads High Holyday
services in a warm and inclusive manner.
Peter Wise has coordinated the Friday evening services.
Frank Selch coordinates and leads the Saturday morning
services. Special thanks go to him for his deep
knowledge and commitment to the Congregation (and a
superb voice!).
In May, we were delighted to welcome Rabbi Fred
Morgan, who visited the Congregation to run his popular
Shatz (shaliach tzibbur) course for nine participants. The
course increased our confidence, knowledge and skills in
the leading of services and related issues
In February, Rabbi Adi Cohen visited the Congregation.
Apart from leading the Friday night and Saturday
morning services, he led excellent, “hands on” workshops
on organisational issues facing the Progressive
Congregation and its role in the wider ACT Jewish
Community, the role of non-Jews in services, public
prayer and the siddur. He also delivered a fascinating
lecture for the entire Community on “Jews and the
Druze”, which was very well received.

Congregation and Committee. We meet regularly and
communicate with the Board of the ACT Jewish
Community. A productive meeting was organised
between the Progressive Committee and the Board
Executive. It is intended to continue these meetings.
We are also in contact with the Netzer Shaliach, who has
visited Canberra twice to work with our young people.
This year there were nine participants in the Netzer
Winter Camp, a fantastic outcome.
Robert Cussel represented us at the Sydney Gathering of
Union for Progressive Judaism (UPJ) Executive,
Presidents, Board Members and Rabbis in November,
2015. The range of ideas and strategies was shared with
the whole Progressive Congregation. The contacts we
make at such conferences are invaluable. Following on
from discussions with the UPJ, the Progressive
Committee formulated a proposal for the Progressive
Congregation to formally affiliate with the UPJ. This
proposal gained widespread acceptance amongst the
Congregation and was also supported the President and
Board. We hope that this will become a reality in the
near future. We greatly appreciate the flexibility and
understanding shown by the UPJ in finding a solution,
which incorporates our unique circumstances.
Peter Wise and Robert Cussel will be attending and
representing the Progressive Congregation at the four
day Biennial UPJ Conference in Perth in November.

Rabbi Cohen returned in July for another successful visit.
He once again led Friday evening and Saturday morning
services, as well as a follow up session regarding
organisational matters and a meeting for service leaders.
Rabbi Jonathan Keren-Black and his family visited in
December, 2015 and led a wonderful Friday night service
followed by a gathering at a local restaurant.
We have an active Progressive Committee consisting of
Peter Wise, Bill Arnold, Athol Morris, Rebecca Lehrer,
Frank Selch, Sarah Greenbaum, Michael Zuckerman,
Fiona Sweet-Formiatti and Robert Cussel. It was great to
welcome Rebecca and Sarah as new members of the
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REPORT FROM THE ACT ZIONIST COUNCIL
Robert Cussel

The first meeting of an interim ACTZC was held on
October 18, 2015 and the meeting expressed very
strong support to establish a local, Canberra based
Zionist organisation.
The interim council is developing a new constitution,
which will be on a non-incorporated basis. We have
already gained a voice as observers on the Zionist
Federation of Australia (ZFA) Executive, and we anticipate
formal endorsement will be confirmed at the next ZFA
Conference later this year.
Earlier this year, ZFA leaders visited Canberra and
discussed our participation in a variety of programs that
will benefit Jewish people in Canberra and in turn
strengthen our ties with Israel. ZFA President, Dr Danny
Lamm said: “The ZFA warmly welcomes the official
Zionist connection with the ACT community. We believe
that this relationship will benefit the local ACT
community and also adds to the strength and scope of
the Zionist movement in this country. I commend the
leadership of the community, Robert Cussel and Yael
Cass, who have spearheaded this process and we look
forward to the organisation’s success”.
The ACT Jewish Community Inc was established in 64
years ago and our bonds with Israel are enshrined in the
Constitution. Although there has not been a Zionist
council in Canberra, an informal arrangement operated.
The time has come to formalise, strengthen and
enhance the link.
When the idea of a formal link with ZFA was mooted, it
was decided not to change the constitution of the ACTJC
but to set up a separate, non-incorporated Zionist
organisation, according to the advice given by senior
Jewish Australian leaders.
There has always been the opportunity for our
community to be involved in ZFA programs, but a more
formal link will enable Jews resident in the Canberra
region to take advantage of the full range of programs
and services that the ZFA and Jewish Agency have to
offer. More importantly, local Jewish people will have the
opportunity to express their solidarity with Israel.
The ACTZC held a number of events this year. On
February 29, Eldad Beck, journalist with the Israeli
newspaper Yidiot Aharonot, spoke on the Jewish
response to journalism and issues of ethics. Major
General (retired) Elazar Stern, a Member of the Knesset,
visited on March 14 and gave a talk on issues and
challenges relating to Jewish identity. Stan Goodenough,
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a member of the Christian Friends of Israel, gave an
excellent talk on July 28. Former Knesset member, Rabbi
Dov Lipman also gave an illuminating talk on life as a
Rabbi and politician, including the need for tolerance
and diversity in Israel.
Most important of all, Canberra now has its new
Shlichim, Rotem Dvir and Raz Sofer to focus our
attention more fully on education, children, youth and
our young people.
Our new Constitution was approved at the first Annual
General Meeting of the ACTZC on November 24. At that
meeting, Dion Esterman was elected as the first
President and Robert Cussel as Secretary. On the
Committee are Dr Anita Shroot, Dr George Rothman, Dr
Jonathon Rosalky our Shlichim, Raz and Rotem. New
members of the ACTZC are encouraged to come forward
and register. There is no membership fee.
I wish to acknowledge the very significant contribution
that Dr Merrilyn Sernack has made in writing the new
Constitution. We also welcomed ZFA Executive Director
Ginette Searle, who addressed the meeting and outlined
the importance of the work of the ZFA including the wide
range of Israel and youth programs on offer. Ginette
stressed the importance of engagement and the building
of relationships across the Jewish and wider world.

REPORT FROM THE AUSTRALIAN JEWISH
HISTORICAL SOCIETY ACT
Victor Isaacs, President, AJHS ACT

At the AGM on 30 March 2016 the following Committee
was elected unopposed: Victor Isaacs (President); Adele
Rosalky (Vice President), Naomi Robertson (Secretary);
Dr. Vernon Kronenberg (Treasurer); Margaret Beadman
OAM, Leonie Webb and Judith Wimborne (Committee
members).

Functions
We continued a series of interesting talks. All our
meetings were held at the Centre:


10 November 2015, Peter Allen, National Coordinator of the Centenary of Anzac Centenary
Program and a Board Member of NAJEX, the NSW
Association of Jewish Ex-Servicemen and Women,
gave a presentation on The AIF Jewish Diggers and
the WWI Battlefields of Gallipoli, Fromelles and
Beersheba. Mr Allen also presented a short video on
Leonard Keysor VC, used at the dedication of a
Defence Housing Australia development in Sydney,
on the centenary of the battle of Lone Pine.



30 March 2016: Dr John Bessemeres spoke about Jan
Karski, the Polish Second World War hero who first
brought the news of the holocaust t to the West. Our
Annual General Meeting was also held with this
meeting.



17 August 2016: Judith Wimborne spoke about her
forbears, the Solomon family: From Lawbreakers to
Lawmakers.

Other Activities
Adele Rosalky has collated three documents entitled
‘Obituaries and Consecrations extracted from
Hamerkaz’, ‘Historical Sites of Jewish Interest in
Canberra’ and ‘Catalogue of Provenance of Donations to
the ACT Jewish Community’. They have been
summarized in an article in Hamerkaz No. 535.
Judith Wimborne has added an index to the volumecontaining obituaries for people who either are buried
in Canberra or who have lived here and are buried
elsewhere.
Adele Rosalky continues to sort a vast amount of
archival material collected by her late father, Earle
Hoffman OAM, relating to the Canberra Jewish
community.
Leonie Webb and S/Office Manager, Vicki Coleman have
prepared an attractive publicity brochure detailing the
activities of the AJHS, ACT and the benefits of
membership, for distribution to the community
generally.
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REPORT FROM THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF
JEWISH WOMEN (CANBERRA SECTION)
Anita Shroot, for Canberra Section Steering Committee

The Canberra Section of NCJWA currently has 37
financial members. Membership is open to all Jewish
women and we are always happy to welcome new
members of any age into our group.
We are affiliated to the national body of NCJWA at
present hosted in Melbourne. We are also affiliated to
the International Council of Jewish Women whose
current president is Robyn Lenn OAM, past national
president of NCJWA .Our organisation is also affiliated
with National Council of Australian Women and Pam
Rothman is our local delegate, supported by others from
our committee.
NCJWA is an advocate for women’s rights both nationally
and locally with government. We support NCW and ERA
in their lobbying endeavours. The national and
international bodies also advocate for Jewish women’s
rights both in Israel and the diaspora.
NCJWA support local and Israeli charities. Locally we
contribute to Breast Cancer support and the Toora
Women’s Refuge for women and children fleeing
domestic violence. Our Israel projects support the Ilan
Foundation, schools and day centres enriching the lives
of those with disabilities. Other Israel projects are the
Haifa Rape Crisis Centre and an Ethiopian women’s
student scholarship at Haifa University. We have also
raised money for JNF projects. Personalised certificates
supporting our projects are available as gifts or to mark a
special occasion.
Our longest standing Member, Margaret Beadman OAM,
celebrated her 90th birthday in June. One of our past
presidents Sylvia Deutsch OAM moved to Sydney and is
missed by all. Sylvia is currently the Vice President of the
National Board.

Highlight Events This Year
Our Founders’ Day was marked by a film evening in the
Fanny Reading Auditorium last November. Council
Shabbat was held on Saturday 5th March with a
combined Kiddush with the Orthodox and Progressive
Congregations.
On Sunday 3 April we held our annual membership drive
at the home of Yael Cass, our current ACTJC President
and member of the NCJWA steering committee. We had
several wonderful speakers, including Hagit Cherni, from
Israel Aid talking about our "Israel Projects” and one of
our two temporary Shlichim, Kelila Slonim.
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In May we were honoured to host feminist academic, Dr.
Elana Sztokman who addressed the Community on the
state of women in Israel today in a talk titled, “Planes,
trains and walls: is there a religious war on women in
Israel?” The talk was well attended and gave rise to
strong discussion. During her visit to Canberra, Elana
also spoke at ANU on “Between Golda and Hillary: the
status of women in Israel from a comparative-historical
perspective”.
Sarit Cohen organised a couple of ‘winter warmer’
supper and movie nights in August and October which
raised money for NCJWA core projects.
There was a good attendance for our Seudah
Shlishit during. Succot. We were treated to a fascinating
presentation by our scholar in residence, Eryn London,
about her journey to graduate as an orthodox female
rabbi. Many rabbis told Eryn that it was inappropriate
for a woman with Eryn recalling in her words “she
wouldn’t, she couldn’t and she shouldn’t”. The timing of
the introduction of orthodox rabbinical education for
women was perfect for her and she told us of her
experiences at the Midreshet Lindenbaum in Jerusalem
and Yeshivat Maharat in New York. We all felt it was a
wonderful that women now have the opportunity to
follow this path. We have witnessed firsthand Eryn’s
contributions and know what an asset she will be to the
community in which she will be working.
Our AGM was held on August the 19th and we were
delighted to welcome some younger women to the
meeting. We continue to operate as a Steering
Committee. Barbara Butow has taken over the role of
treasurer and Fleur Wimborne the role of Secretary. We
welcome Debbie Sims. Other committee members not
mentioned previously are Jo Dixon, Judith Eisner, Janet
Frommer, Yvette Goode and Karen Tatz. We are now
planning for NCJWA’s National Plenary Meeting to be
held on June 2017 in Canberra.

REPORT FROM THE CHEDER PROGRAM
Raz Sofer and Rotem Dvir, Shlichim

“Cheder program” refers to the formal Hebrew and
Jewish studies education sessions for kids aging 5-12
held across Canberra. The program is run on three
different days of the week to seven different groups:


Sunday - Sunday Cheder group and Advanced
Cheder group run concurrently (9:30-11:30AM) at
the ACTJC centre.



Monday - Cheder Northside groups (3:30-5:00PM)
are divided into two different age groups, held at the
Rosauer family.



Tuesday - Cheder Tots group (3:15-4:15PM), Cheder
Southside groups (4:15-5:45PM) divided into two
different age groups, ACTJC centre.

Enrolment and Structure
As of November 2016, there are 23 children enrolled at
cheder. This level of enrolment has been constant over
the course of the year. Each session in 1.5 hours long
and divided to Hebrew studies and Jewish studies of 45
minutes each.

Hebrew Studies
The Hebrew studies program has been focused on
learning the Aleph-Bet, some Hebrew grammar rules
and basic vocabulary using workbooks, educational
games, spoken Hebrew session, art and crafts etc. Since
each student is currently at a different level of
advancement they learn on their own pace with close
private tutoring from the shlichim. Our aim is that by the
end of the 2016 school year every child will memorize
the Aleph-Bet, will know to both read and write them,
will know the Hebrew vowels, will know how to write
their own name in Hebrew and to how count until 20.
We strongly believe that Hebrew should be taught in an
engaging and practical way for both children and adults.
Therefore we began with session introducing useful
vocabulary for the children: colours, animals, body parts,
emotions etc. We also held several spoken Hebrew
classes in which the children learn basic phrases of
introduction in Hebrew.

Jewish Studies
Our Jewish studies program is based on major events in
the Jewish calendar: months of the year, holidays, weekly
parasha and more. During these sessions we aim to
introduce the children with the Jewish holidays, stories
of the bible, major events in Jewish history, davening and
Jewish values. We use video clips, stories, games,
quizzes, art and crafts and more. We also try and

engage with the children about their own personal
Jewish experience at home and what it means to live as
a Jew for them.

Davening
Formal davening is currently done only with the Tots
Shabbat group during morning service every first
Saturday of the month.

Special Activities and Events
During Jewish holidays service we run special activities
for kids relating to the values and Hebrew vocabulary of
each holiday. On Rosh Hashanah we held both tots and
children program, on Yom Kippur the children were
introduced with the scroll of Jonah, for Sukkot we made
decorations, we a barbecue lunch and more. During the
school holiday we ran a holiday program filled with fun
activities: greeting cards for Rosh Hashanah, cinema,
Floriade etc.

Tweens Program Report
Our program for tweens includes weekly meetings of up
to 12 teenagers aged 11-14 on Sunday evenings (6:308:00PM). To create a more socially engaging
environment the meetings are held at the Shlichim’s
apartment and include both dinner and a socialeducational activity. A group decision was made to focus
on Hebrew studies, and we will work on reading, writing
and speaking. In addition, we cover significant chapters
in Jewish history, discover Israeli culture and discuss
events surrounding the Jewish and Israeli calendar. We
see a growing interest among participants and rising
attendance at the meetings, as well as new friendships
forming within the group. For most of these teens the
meetings are a single chance to interact with other Jews
at their age and feel that this social interaction is as
meaningful as the content taught during the meetings.

Teens Program Report
The program for teens includes weekly meetings of 4
teenagers aged 15-18 on Monday evenings (7:008:30PM) at the Shlichim’s apartment. The meetings
include dinner, Hebrew class and a discussion
surrounding the Jewish calendar and Israel. Since many
of the teenagers participating have shown interest in
taking part in future Israel programs we are dedicating a
part of the meetings to introduce the group with
different aspects of Israel and provide them with
practical spoken Hebrew skills.
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REPORT FROM THE YOUTH MOVEMENT
Raz Sofer, Rotem Dvir and Daniel Coppel

The CaTZ Youth movement is a pluralist youth
movement connected to the Australian Zionist Youth
Council. It is run by our madrichim who are made up of
ANU students, and our own teens who are learning the
ropes of being madrichim. The Shlichim oversee the
program, and are highly engaged in coordinating the
program, delivering hadracha (leadership) training, and
being the connection point between the board/
operational side of the community, and the movement.
Our madrichim are highly trained, motivated and
excited to be able to deliver our innovative program and
educational experience.
The movement provides social interaction, informal
education, and a whole lot of fun for kids aged 6-16.
Kids and teens are divided into their age groups, have
programs with their madrichim, and are often visited by
madrichim and participants from other youth
movements. Activities are weekly on Sundays and run
for an hour and half. The madrichim incorporate basic

knowledge about the Jewish tradition, Jewish history and
the state of Israel as well as preserving the environment,
leadership in sports and more into these activities. They
are designed to provide a different educational
experience for the kids, and hopefully allow them to
form a positive connection with the material and their
madrichim.
In 2016 we had the privilege of hosting different youth
movements from all over Australia: Hineni, Netzer and
Bnei Akiva for weekends full of activities. In 2017 we will
host a weekend sleepover activity on a more frequent
basis to allow the kids to meet and interact with the
different movements. We will also increase the number
of madrichim in the movement by training new ones
and include offsite activities that will hopefully bring a
spark for the kids.

REPORT FROM THE PLAYGROUP
Sally Leibowitz

ACT Jewish Community Playgroup offers a fun and
relaxed environment to develop friendships and share
Jewish experiences amongst children, parents and
grandparents.
In late 2015 we began Tot Shabbat, a monthly Shabbat
morning play service for 0-5 year olds. Tot Shabbat has
been a great success and was extended into 2016, with
upwards of 30 attendees at some services. The services
were coordinated first by our wonderful youth
volunteers, later by Liat and Kelila and now Rotem and
Raz. The children (and their parents!) sing and play,
enough to disrupt the next door Orthodox service I am
sure, and share a small kiddush afterward.
While for the previous three years volunteer parents
have hosted playgroup sessions on a roster basis,
throughout 2016 sessions have been held at the ACTJC
Centre. Sessions have been facilitated by the shlichim
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and occur fortnightly on Wednesday mornings during
school terms, with an occasional meet up elsewhere
during school holidays.
While at the ACTJC our children have enjoyed the
facilities and newly donated toys and games, including
an outdoor playground, generously donated by families
in Sydney, thanks to a fantastic idea from one playgroup
member. These toys, along with the fenced outdoor
play area, have greatly improved the experience of the
Centre for families with young children.
In 2016 we also started a private Facebook group for
members to advertise and manage events and share
information.
We have loved meeting new families this year,.

REPORT FROM JEWISHCARE
Anita Shroot, Convenor

Arava Klein our social worker is employed by JewishCare
Sydney for 10 hours per week. The professional staff in
Sydney are always available for support and advice. She
has recently obtained a Masters in Social work. Arava
has been working with an average of 20 clients.
The social worker’s duties involve assessing the client’s
needs and arranging suitable support. ACT social
services are accessed as well as liaising with relatives’
medical practitioners and other support personnel
where appropriate. Every Friday Arava has a delivery
from Oz Harvest and distributes the fresh food as
needed. She checks with the hospitals to see if Jewish
patients need a visit from the rabbi or a volunteer.
During the past year the communication from the
pastoral Care system has not been perfect. She
appreciates being informed if Community members are
in hospital. Bill Arnold and Yvette Goode are also
qualified pastoral care visitors if Arava and the Rabbi are
not available. Arava attends to the crisis line. She is
usually in the office on Friday mornings and does any
necessary visits to client’s homes or nursing homes at
other times. Arava is also the pastoral care contact to
the local universities.
Arava’s workload is being stretched and our Committee
is in the process of organising a ‘ReachOut’ program of
volunteers to help transport members to functions and

generally help our Social Worker with those that need
help or companionship.
Much of the committee’s time this year has been spent
on developing a Child protection policy. At the beginning
of 2017 there will be a workshop for teachers, youth
leaders and all those working with Children and
vulnerable persons. Sally Markham and Donald
Chambers who are both professionals in this field are
developing and leading this workshop.
Bill Arnold continues to visit prisons in ACT, Goulburn,
Cooma and Junee.
Our committee run and support the popular “Lunch ’n’
Lectures” with catering and transport.
We delivered Mishloach Manot at Purim.
The G’mach fund run by the rabbi is available for those
in need.
I would like to thank my Committee Peter Wise, Alan
Shroot, Glenda Jeffrey, Yvette Goode, Janet Berger and
Bill Arnold for their professionalism and help. I also
thank our office staff Vicki and Alice for their constant
support. We all thank our Social Worker Arava Klein,
Jewish Care Sydney and the JCA.

REPORT FROM LADIES WHO LUNCH
Ruth Goren, Coordinator

Ladies who Lunch (used to be called Yiddishe Mammas)
meets on the first Wednesday of each month at the
California Café, Mawson Shops. It is a very casual
arrangement, those who can come on the day just turn
up, the café doesn’t take bookings so we find a suitable
table and extend as needed. On average we have about
six to ten ladies who chat over a modest lunch.

Notice of our meeting is in the weekly Grapevine, we
welcome newcomers and enjoy the company of
regulars.
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REPORT FROM GRUMPS R US
Tom Blumenthal and Tom Frommer

“Grumps R Us” (alias Jewish Men’s Shed) is a group of
senior men of our Community who meet every Thursday
at the premises of ACTJC. This unique entity was
founded ten years ago by a small group of members of
ACTJC under leadership of Ben Selinger. The
membership increased rapidly due to the popularity and
also the need for older men to engage in discussions
and debates in various fields. Most members are retired
or semiretired from different professions with vast
knowledge in their fields.
Over the past 10 years we have had about 7,500
attendees at our meetings. Not only has the group
sustained regular attendances but continues to be an
important social group within the ACT Jewish community.
Grumps R Us is also unique, because we have no
constitution, no membership fees and no compulsory
attendance. We have approximately 25 members and
our average weekly attendance is about fifteen. We
discuss a variety of topics, mainly current affairs. We
often discuss medical issues to improve our well being.
Together with lots of freshly brewed coffee, cakes and
other delicacies everybody enjoys the relaxed

atmosphere. The more physically active members play
table tennis while the others solve the world problems
amongst themselves.
The popularity of these meetings is also due to the fact
that we have an ageing population, with many men who
have lost their spouses and so for some members this is
their only interaction with fellow friends during the week.
All Jewish men and friends of the community are
welcome, we do not discriminate on religious or political
grounds.
Some members of the group have again repaired the
driveway potholes and some broken furniture.
Once a month the group has a luncheon in a nearby
restaurant and once a year together with our sister
group “Ladies who Lunch” we have a gathering with a
more sumptuous lunch and more interactions with our
opposite gender friends.

REPORT FROM SECURITY
Peter Neeson, Head of Security

Each year’s report could almost be a cut-and-paste from
that of the previous year, particularly with regard to the
need to recruit new and younger security volunteers.
During the last 12 months, 13 people performed 86
security duties (last year 21 people and 124 duties), with
8 of those performing five or more duties. This is a great
commitment and I offer my gratitude to all of them. This
year there were 44 regular Shabbat services with no
security. Although our goal is to have two people
rostered on for normal shabbat services, and more as
needed for larger events, we rarely achieve our
objective due to the shrinking number of people
volunteering. We need more volunteers, the role is not
arduous, training is provided, and the community
gratitude is rewarding.
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I maintain contact with the Crime Prevention Unit within
ACT Policing, the security team at the Israeli Embassy, as
well as maintaining a close relationship with Sydney
CSG. Evidence of the strength of our ties with Sydney
SCG is an offer of regular training of our security
volunteers. During the last year, there have been no
significant incidents in our region.
I would like to thank the President and David Reiner for
their support during the year.
I look forward to working with the new Board and
congratulate them all on their election.
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